
A(nother) characterization of IntuitionisticPropositional LogicRosalie Iemho�ILLC/Faculty of ScienceUniversiteit van AmsterdamPlantage Muidergracht 241018 TV Amsterdamiemhoff@science.uva.nlAbstractIn [Iemho�] we gave a countable basis V for the admissible rules ofIPC. Here we show that there is no proper intermediate logic with thedisjunction property for which all rules in V are admissible. This showsthat, relative to the disjunction property, IPC is maximal with respectto its set of admissible rules. This characterization of IPC is optimalin the sense that no �nite subset of V su�ces. In fact, it is shown thatfor any �nite subset X of V, for one of the proper intermediate logicsDn constructed by De Jongh and Gabbay (1974) all the rules in X areadmissible. Moreover, the logic Dn in question is even characterizedby X: it is the maximal intermediate logic containing Dn with thedisjunction property for which all rules in X are admissible. Finally,the characterization of IPC is proved to be e�ective by showing that itis e�ectively reducible to an e�ective characterization of IPC in termsof the Kleene slash by De Jongh (1970).1 IntroductionIn contrast with classical propositional logic CPC, intermediate logics canhave nonderivable admissible rules. For instance, in [Rybakov 97] it is shownthat intuitionistic propositional logic IPC has countably many nonderivableadmissible rules. There are several very natural (as far as we know open)questions concerning intermediate logics and their admissible rules whichtrivialize once all the admissible rules of the logic under consideration arederivable but which appear to be rather complicated otherwise:1



Let us call a logic T with the disjunction property maximal with respectto a set of admissible rules R if all the rules in R are admissible for Tand there is no intermediate logic with the disjunction property which isa proper extension of T for which all rules in R are admissible. For now,if R is the set of admissible rules of T we just say that T is maximal.Clearly, if T is maximal with respect to some set of admissible rules, it ismaximal. Maximal logics are characterized by their admissible rules plus thedisjunction property: if for a logic with the disjunction property containingthe maximal logic T , all the admissible rules of T are admissible, it can onlybe T itself. We use the terms `characterized by its admissible rules plus thedisjunction property' and `maximal' interchangeably.It may appear to the reader that a better de�nition of maximality (in thissense) would be one without a restriction to logics with the disjunctionproperty. However, this restriction is more an empirical than a natural one(or is empirical natural : : : ): the only interesting results we encountered onmaximality with respect to admissible rules, were in the sense of maximalityas de�ned above and not in the broader sense.Note that if all rules in R are derivable in T then T is maximal with respectto R once it has no proper extensions with the disjunction property. Forin this case any extension of T derives all rules in R. Which intermediatelogics with nonderivable admissible rules are maximal and which are not? In[Iemho�] we gave a countable basis V for the admissible rules of IPC (thereis no �nite basis for the admissible rules of IPC, see [Rybakov 97]). Herewe show that the only intermediate logic with the disjunction property forwhich all rules in this basis are admissible, is IPC. This shows that IPC ismaximal. This characterization of IPC is simple in the sense that by usingin�nite conjunctions the basis can be expressed as one rule.Of course, having this characterization of IPC we want to know if it is opti-mal. By optimal we mean that there is no proper subset R of V such thatIPC is already maximal with respect toR. We will see that the characteriza-tion is indeed optimal. We show that for any �nite subset X of V there is aproper intermediate logic for which X is admissible. The logic in question iseven maximal with respect toX . For this we use the countably many properintermediate logics D0; D1; D2; : : : with the disjunction property which wereconstructed in [Gabbay, De Jongh 74]. We show that there is a correspon-dence between �nite subsets of V and these logics. Any such Dn is maximalwith respect to a �nite subset X of V and for any �nite subset X of V thereis a number n such that Dn is maximal with respect to X . Furthermore, itwill turn out to be a trivial observation that any co�nal subset of the basis2



is equivalent, in terms of the admissible rules which are derivable from it,to the basis itself. Therefore, there is no proper subset of V with respect towhich IPC is maximal. Moreover, it shows that the Gabbay-de Jongh logicsare all maximal.Still, there are a lot more open questions concerning maximality of logicsthan solved ones. To name a few: Are there any logics which are not max-imal with respect to their admissible rules? If so, can any such logic beextended to an intermediate logic which is maximal with respect to its ad-missible rules? Given a set of rules R which are derivable in CPC there is,by de�nition, an intermediate logic for which all rules in R are admissible.But is there a intermediate logic which is maximal with respect to R?With the characterization of IPC we do not claim a completely new resultsince a similar result, a characterization of IPC in terms of the Kleene slash,was already obtained by De Jongh in 1970 (see Section 5). However, notonly is the reduction of the one characterization to the other not trivial,but the connection with the admissible rules is new and interesting. Weshow that these characterizations are e�ectively reducible to each other.Hence the e�ectiveness of the characterization in terms of the Kleene slash[De Jongh 70] implies the e�ectiveness of the characterization in terms ofthe admissible rules.I thank Dick de Jongh for introducing me to the subject, and for posing tome the question whether the basis characterizes IPC. I thank both him, LexHendriks and Albert Visser for useful comments.2 PreliminariesUnless stated otherwise, formulas are meant to be formulas in a (�xed)language for intuitionistic propositional logic. The letters A;B;C;D;E;Fwill always range over formulas and p; q; r; s; t over propositional variables.We write ` for derivability in IPC.An L-substitution � is a map which assigns to every propositional variable aformula in the language L. For a propositional formula A, we write �(A) forthe result of applying � to A, i.e. for the result of substituting �(p) for anypropositional variable p in A. When L is our �xed language of propositionallogic mentioned above, we say `substitution' instead of `L-substitution'.An intermediate logic is a consistent theory in the language of propositionallogic, containing IPC, which is closed under substitution. For intermediatelogics T we will write `T for derivations in T . If we only know that T is a3



theory we write T ` instead.2.1 Admissible rulesA rule is an expression of the formA1 : : : AnB :We sometimes write A1; : : : ; An=B for this expression. We say that anexpression A01 : : :A0nB0 ;is a substitution instance of such a rule when there is a substitution � suchthat �(Ai) = A0i and �(B) = B0.Let T be some theory in a language L . We say that a rule A=B is anadmissible rule of T , and write A j�TB, iffor all L-substitutions �: if T ` �(A) then T ` �(B).2.1.1 BasesFor a set of rules R and a set of formulas A, we say that B is derivablein T by the set of rules R from assumptions A when there is a sequenceof formulas (B1; : : : ; Bn), where Bn = B, such that for every i � n eitherBi 2 A or there are Bi1 ; : : : ; Bim with ij < i such that either`T (Bi1 ^ : : :^ Bim)! Bor Bi1 : : :BimBiis a substitution instance of some rule in R.We call a set of rules R a basis (in T ) [Rybakov 97] for some other set ofrules R0 � R if for every rule A1 : : :AnBin R0, B is derivable in T by the rules R from the assumptions A1; : : : ; An.We say that a set R of admissible rules of T is a basis for the admissiblerules of T when R is a basis for the set of admissible rules of T .4



In the setting of theories with the disjunction propertyDP if T ` A _B then T ` A or T ` Bthe notion of a subbasis seems more natural. A set R of admissible rulesof T is a subbasis for the admissible rules of T if the following collection ofrules is a basis for the admissible rules of T ;A _ pB _ pwhere the rule A=B is in R and p does not occur in A or B.2.2 Kripke models.A frame is a set with a partial order 4. We say that x is below y or y isabove x when x 4 y. A node y is called an immediate successor of x if x � yand, besides y, no node z which is above x is below z. A maximal node is anode which has no nodes above it except itself.With a model we always mean a Kripke model [Troelstra, Van Dalen 88].We say that A is valid in a Kripke model K (K j= A) if it is valid at allnodes in the model. We use  for the forcing relation of a Kripke model. Wewrite Kx for the model whose domain consists of all nodes y < x and whosepartial order and forcing relation are the restrictions of the correspondingrelations of K to this domain. We write K; x  A if we want to stress thatx  A holds in the model K.For Kripke models K1; : : : ; Kn we let (PiKi)0 denote the Kripke modelwhich is the result of attaching one new node at which no propositionalvariables are forced, below all nodes in K1; : : : ; Kn [Smory�nski 73]. A rootedKripke model is a Kripke model which contains one node which is below allother nodes in the model. We say that two rooted Kripke models are variantsof each other when they have the same domain and partial order, and theirforcing relations either do not di�er or they only di�er at the roots.A theory T has the extension property up to n if for every family of rootedmodels K1; : : : ; Kn of T , there is a variant of (PiKi)0 which is a model ofT as well. A theory T has the extension property if it has the extensionproperty up to n, for all n.A modi�ed Jaskowski frame [Smory�nski 73] is one of the frames J1; J2; : : :de�ned via: 5



J1 consists of one nodeJn+1 is the result of attaching one node below (n+ 1) copies of Jn.(In [Smory�nski 73] Ji is denoted with J�i .) A Jaskowski model is a modelbased on a modi�ed Jaskowski frame.A basic model is a model for which the following holds:� the only nodes that force propositional variables are maximal nodes,� every maximal node forces exactly one propositional variable and notwo maximal nodes force the same propositional variable.For example, if 1; : : : ; n are the maximal nodes of a frame F , then themodel given by the valuation (x  pi i� x = i) is a basic model on F . Abasic Jaskowski model is a basic model based on a modi�ed Jaskowski frame.It is easy to see that the following fact about basic models holds.Fact 2.3 Let F be a frame in which no two nodes have exactly the samemaximal nodes above them. Consider the basic model on F . There areformulas Ax such that y  Ax i� x 4 y. Namely, if 1; : : : ; n are the maximalnodes above x and i  pi, then the formula Ax = ::(p1 _ : : :_ pn) has thedesired properties.3 The characterization of IPC.In [Iemho�] we gave a subbasis for the admissible rules of IPC. To keep thede�nition of the rules of this subbasis readable, we will use the followingabbreviation,(A)(B1; : : : ; Bm) �def (A! B1) _ : : :_ (A! Bm):Furthermore, we adhere to some reading conventions as to omit parentheseswhen possible. The negation binds stronger than ^ and _, which in turnbind stronger than !.De�nition 1 Let V be the collection of rules fVn j n = 1; 2; : : :g, where wede�ne rules Vn asVn (Vni=1(pi ! qi)! r _ s) = (Vni=1(pi ! qi))(r; s; p1; : : : ; pn):Theorem 3.1 [Iemho�] The set of rules V is a subbasis for the admissiblerules of IPC. 6



The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof that these admissible rulestogether with the disjunction property characterize IPC. That is, we willshow that for any intermediate logic which is not equal to IPC either thedisjunction property does not hold or one of the rules V1; V2; : : : is not ad-missible. It is convenient to have the disjunction property built-in into theadmissible rules. Therefore, we de�ne the following.De�nition 2 A theory T has the property Pn if for all substitutions �,if `T �(Vni=1(pi ! qi)! r _ s) then`T �(Vni=1(pi ! qi)! r) or `T �(Vni=1(pi ! qi)! s) or`T �(Vni=1(pi ! qi)! p1) or : : : or `T �(Vni=1(pi ! qi)! pn)We will show that an intermediate logic is equal to IPC i� it has the propertyPn, for all n � 0. The characterization mentioned above is an immediatecorollary of this.Note that having the property P0 is equivalent to having the disjunctionproperty. Moreover, having Pn for all n � 0 is the same as having thedisjunction property and the rules Vn for n � 1 admissible.We need a Fact by Smory�nski:Fact 3.2 [Smory�nski 73] IPC is complete with respect to Jaskowski models.Lemma 3.3 If an intermediate logic has the extension property it is thelogic IPC.Proof The lemma follows from the following two claims.Claim If T is an intermediate logic with the extension property, then everybasic Jaskowski model is a model of T .Proof of the Claim Let T be an intermediate logic with the extension prop-erty, and let K be a basic Jaskowski model (Section 2.2). We show thatKx is a model of T by induction to the depth of the node x. The maximalnodes of K clearly are models of T since every classical model is a modelof T . Suppose x is another node in K and let x1; : : : ; xn be the immediatesuccessors of x, i.e. the nodes y such that x � y and such that there isno node x � z � y. By induction the models Kx1 ; : : : ; Kxn are modelsof T . Observe that Kx is the model (PKxi)0 (Section 2.2). Because everypropositional variable is valid at just one node in K there is no other variantof (PKxi)0 then the model itself. Since T has the extension property thisimplies that Kx is a model of T . This proves the Claim.7



Claim If T is an intermediate logic such that every basic Jaskowski modelis a model of T , then T = IPC.Proof of the Claim We show that T � IPC by proving that if 6`IPC A then6`T A. If 6`IPC A then there is a Jaskowski model K on which A is not valid(Fact 3.2). Let K0 be a basic model based on the frame ofK. By assumptionK0 is a model of T .Now we de�ne a substitution � via �(p) = WK;xpAx, where the formulasAx are given by Fact 2.3. To see that �(A) is not valid at K0, observethat for every node x and for every formula B we have that K; x  B i�K0; x  �(B). Therefore, 6`T �(A). Hence 6`T A. QEDIn the following lemma we need the notion of a saturated set. A T -saturatedset x is a set of formulas such that A 2 x or B 2 x whenever x `T A _ B.In particular, a T -saturated set is closed under deduction in T .Lemma 3.4 If an intermediate logic has the property Pn for every n � 0,then it has the extension property.Proof Let T be an intermediate logic with the disjunction property, forwhich, for all n, Vn is admissible. Consider models K1; : : : ; Kn of T withroots x1; : : : ; xn respectively. From now on we confuse a node with the setof formulas it forces.Claim There exists a T -saturated set x � x1 \ : : : \ xn such that for allT -saturated sets x � y there is some i � n such that xi � y.Proof of the Claim Consider� = f(E ! F ) j E 62 x1 \ : : :\ xn and F 2 x1 \ : : : \ xng:Clearly, � � x1 \ : : : \ xn. Observe that the set x0 = fA j � `T Ag isT -saturated because for all m, the property Pm holds. Now we construct asequence of sets x0 = z0 � z1; : : : as follows. Let C0; C1; : : : enumerate allformulas, with in�nite repetition. De�ne the property �(�) on sets via�(y) i� for all m, for all A1; : : : ; Am: if y `T A1 _ : : : _ Am, thenAi 2 x1 \ : : :\ xn for some i = 1; : : : ; m.Note that �(z0) holds. If �(zi [ fCig) does not hold then put zi+1 = zi.If �(zi [ fCig) holds do the following: if Ci is no disjunction, put zi+1 =zi[fCig; if Ci = D_E, let zi+1 be zi[fDg if �(zi[fDg) holds and zi[fEgotherwise. It is easy to see that at least one of �(zi [ fDg) and �(zi [ fEg)8



has to hold. Therefore, �(zi) holds for all i. Let x = Si zi. Clearly, x isT -saturated and x � x1 \ : : :\ xn.Finally, we have to see that for all T -saturated sets x � y there is some i � nfor which xi � y. Arguing by contradiction assume y � x and xi 6� y for alli � n. From the construction of x it is easy to see that y 6� x1 \ : : : \ xn.Thus there are formulas E 2 y, E 62 x1 \ : : : \ xn and Ai 2 xi, Ai 62 y, forall i � n. Hence (E ! A1 _ : : : _ An) 2 �. Thus A1 _ : : : _ An 2 y, quodnon. This proves the Claim.Now we de�ne a variant of (PKi)0 by putting at the root b of (PKi)0, forpropositional variables p, b  p i� p 2 x.Claim For all formulas B: b  B i� B 2 x.Proof of the Claim We prove this by formula-induction. The case of thepropositional variables and the connectives ^ and _ is trivial. Consider aformula B = (C ! D). If (C ! D) 2 x then it is easy to see that indeedb  (C ! D). We prove that x  B implies B 2 x by contraposition.Therefore, assume (C ! D) 62 x. It is not di�cult to see that this impliesthe existence of a T -saturated set y � x such that C 2 y and D 62 y. Fromthe construction of x it follows that x = y or xi � y for some i = 1; : : : ; n.In the �rst case the induction hypothesis gives b  C and b 6 D, thusb 6 (C ! D). In the other case it follows that for some i, xi 6 (C ! D).Thus again we can conclude that b 6 (C ! D). This proves the claim.By the last claim the de�ned extension is a model of T . This proves that Thas the extension property. QEDThese two lemmas lead to the following characterization of IPC:Theorem 3.5 For any intermediate logic T it holds that T = IPC i� T hasthe property Pn for every n � 0 .Corollary 3.6 For any intermediate logic T it holds that T = IPC i� T hasthe disjunction property and all the rules Vn are admissible. Thus IPC ismaximal with respect to V and hence maximal.4 Optimality of the characterizationWe show that no �nite subset of the Pn already characterizes IPC. Thisproves our characterization to be optimal. Note that it is not interestingto consider in�nite subsets of P0; P1; P1; : : : , since, for any logic, having theproperty Pm+1 implies having the property Pm.9



We use logics Dn (n � 1) given by Gabbay and de Jongh (1974). The logicDn axiomatized by n+1̂i=0((pi ! _j 6=i pj)! _j 6=i pj)! n+1_i=0 pi:We quoteTheorem 4.1 ([Gabbay, De Jongh 74]) The intermediate logic Dn is a properextension of IPC with the disjunction property. Dn is complete with respectto the class of �nite trees in which every point has at most (n+1) immediatesuccessors.Knowing this, it is easy to prove the following lemma.Lemma 4.2 The logic Dn has the property Pn+1 and it does not have theproperty Pn+2.Proof To see that Dn has the property Pn+1, suppose Dn derives (A !D _ E), where A = Vn+1i=1 (Bi ! Ci), and suppose that Dn does not derive(A)(B1; : : : ; Bn+1; D; E). By the disjunction property and the completenessof Dn this implies that there are models Ki, such that Ki j= A and, fori � n+ 1, Ki 6j= Bi and Kn+2 6j= D and Kn+3 6j= E. Furthermore, the frameof every Ki is a �nite tree in which every node does not have more than(n + 1) immediate successors. Consider (((Pn+1i=1 Ki)0 + Kn+2)0 + Kn+3)0.Clearly, the frame of this model is again a �nite tree in which every nodedoes not have more than (n+ 1) immediate successors. In this model A isvalid while (D _ E) is not, contradicting the assumption that Dn derives(A! D _E).To see thatDn does not have the property Pn+2 consider the axiomatizationofDn. It is easy to see, using the completeness ofDn thatDn does not derive(n+1̂i=0((pi ! _j 6=i pj)!_j 6=i pj))((p0 ! _j 6=0 pj); : : : ; (pn+1 ! _j 6=n+1 pj)):QEDCorollary 4.3 No �nite subset of P1; P2; : : : characterizes IPC.10



In fact, Dn is characterized by Pn+1 in the same way as IPC is characterizedby all the P0; P1; : : : , see Corollary 4.7. The proof of this proposition isanalogous to the one of Theorem 3.5: the next lemma is the analogue ofLemma 3.3 and the following one is the analogue of Lemma 3.4.Lemma 4.4 If an intermediate logic has the extension property up to (n+1)it is contained in Dn.Proof It easily follows from Theorem 4.1 that Dn is complete with respectto the class of the �nite trees in which every point has at most (n + 1)immediate successors, and in which no two nodes have exactly the samemaximal nodes above them. To be precise, the last property reads:8x8y9z(x 6= y ! :9z0(z � z0) ^ ((x 4 z ^ y 64 z) _ (y 4 z ^ x 64 z))):Suppose Dn 6` A and let M be a model based on such a frame F in whichA is not valid. Let M 0 be a basic model on F (Section 2.2). By the samereasoning as before it follows thatM 0 is a model of T . De�ne the substitution� via �(p) = WM;xpAx, where the formulas Ax are given by Fact 2.3.Clearly, M;x  B i� M 0; x  �(B):Thus 6`T �(A). Hence 6`T A. QEDLemma 4.5 If an intermediate logic has the property Pn it has the exten-sion property up to n.Proof Let T be an intermediate logic that has the property Pn. The proofthat T has the extension property up to n is completely similar to the proofof Lemma 3.4, except for one point, which we will explain. The rest of theproof we leave to the reader.In the �rst Claim of Lemma 3.4 we de�ne a set � and observe that, in thenotation of this lemma, the set x0 = fA j � `T Ag is T -saturated becausefor all m, Pm holds. In this case, having only Pn, this is the only place inthe proof where we have to be careful. Assume x0 `T A _ B. Hence thereare E1; : : : ; Em 62 x1 \ : : : \ xn and F1; : : : ; Fm 2 x1 \ : : :\ xn such that`T m̂i=1(Ei ! Fi)! A _B:11



For i � n, let Gi = WfEj j j � m;Ej 62 xig and let F = Vmi=1 Fi. Observethat Gi 62 xi and that (Gi ! F ) 2 �. Clearly,`T n̂i=1(Gi ! F )! A _ B:And thus, since T has Pn, we can conclude`T ( n̂i=1(Gi ! F ))(G1; : : : ; Gn; A; B):Since Vni=1(Gi ! F ) 2 x1 \ : : :\ xn while Gi 62 x1 \ : : :\ xn, we have either`T n̂i=1(Gi ! F )! A or `T n̂i=1(Gi ! F )! B:And because x0 `T Vni=1(Gi ! F ) either x0 `T A or x0 `T B. And thisproves that x0 is T -saturated. QEDProposition 4.6 Any intermediate logic T which has Pn+1 is contained inDn.Corollary 4.7 For any intermediate logic T � Dn it holds that T = Dn i�T has Pn+1. Thus Dn is maximal with respect to Vn+1 and hence maximal.Since the union of the Dn is equivalent to IPC, Theorem 3.5 follows fromthe previous proposition. However, we preferred to give a separate proof ofthe theorem in advance.5 E�ectivenessDe Jongh (1970) proved the following characterization of IPC in terms of theKleene slash j [Kleene 62]: IPC is the only intermediate logic T satisfyingif A jT A and `T (A! B _ C), then `T (A! B) or `T (A! C):We remind the reader that the Kleene slash is de�ned as (using the abbre-viation � T A � (�jTA and � `T A))12



� jT p � � `T p for p a propositional variable or ?� jT A ^ B � � jT A and � jT B� jT A _ B � � T A or � T B� jT A! B � � T A implies � jT B:Moreover, De Jongh proved in the same paper that this characterization is ane�ective one: given any intermediate logic T 6= IPC we can obtain formulaeA;B;C such that A jT A;`T (A ! B _ C) but 6`T (A ! B); 6`T (A ! C)in an e�ective way. We show that the characterization in terms of theadmissibles rules treated in this paper, is e�ective as well, by giving ane�ective reduction from the characterization in terms of the Kleene slash tothe one in terms of the admissible rules.Let us call, for now, a triple of formulas A;B;C a J-example or an I-exampleof T 6= IPC ifA jT A; `T (A! B _ C); 6`T (A! B); 6`T (A! C)respectively A = V(Di ! Ei) and`T (A! B _ C); 6`T (A! B); 6`T (A! C); 6`T (A! Di):The following proposition is trivial except for the e�ectiveness.Proposition 5.1 For any intermediate logic T 6= IPC there is an e�ectiveway of creating an I-example from a J-example, and vice versa.Proof During the proof `; j stand for `T ; jT respectively. The second partof the proposition is easy: any I-example A = V(Di ! Ei); B; C of T 6= IPCis a J-example because 6` (A! Di) for all i, implies A j A.For the other part, suppose A; F;G is an J-example of T 6= IPC. We aregoing to construct, in an inductive way, formulas A1; A2; : : : which are allequivalent to A in T . Every Ai is a conjunction of propositional variables,disjunctions and implications such that for the implications (B ! C) eitherAi j (B ! C) or Ai 6` B, and for the disjunctions B, Ai j B. Note that Ais such a formula. Let A1 = A. During the construction we will often use,without mentioning, the fact that if E j F and ` E $ E0 then E 0 j F .If Ai is a conjunction in which one of the conjuncts is a disjunction (notethat this captures the case that Ai is a disjunction), let (B _C) be the �rstsuch reading from left to right. Thus Ai = D ^ (B _ C) ^E for some D;E.By assumption Ai j (B _C). Hence Ai  B or Ai  C. In the �rst case putAi+1 = D^B^E, in the second case Ai+1 = D^C^E. Now consider the case13



that Ai is a conjunction of implications and propositional variables. If everyconjunct either is a propositional variable or an implication (B ! C) suchthat Ai 6` B, put Ai+1 = Ai. If not, let (B ! C) be the �rst implication,reading from left to right, such that Ai ` B. Thus Ai = D ^ (B ! C) ^Efor some D;E. By assumption Ai j (B ! C). We inductively de�ne Ai+1.? If B = p, put Ai+1 = D ^ C ^ E. Note that Ai+1 j C since Ai j Cwhich again follows from Ai j (B ! C) and Ai  B.? If B = B1 ^ B2 observe that Ai ` B implies ` Ai $ D ^ (Bj !C) ^E $ D ^ C ^ E. Hence D ^ (Bj ! C) ^E ` Bj . If for some j = 1; 2,D^(Bj ! C)^E j (Bj ! C), let Ai+1 = D^(Bj ! C)^E. It cannot be thatfor no j,D^(Bj ! C)^E j (Bj ! C). For if so, thenD^(Bj ! C)^E  Bj .Hence D ^ (B ! C) ^ E  B, and so D ^ (B ! C) ^ E j C. WhenceD ^ C ^ E j C and thus D ^ (Bj ! C) ^ E j (Bj ! C), a contradiction.? If B = B1 _ B2 observe that ` Ai $ D ^ (B1 ! C) ^ (B2 ! C) ^ Eand that Ai j (Bj ! C). Put Ai+1 = D ^ (B1 ! C) ^ (B2 ! C) ^ E.? Finally B = (B1 ! B2). If Ai 6 B1 or Ai j B2 then Ai  B andtherefore Ai j C. Put Ai+1 = D ^ C ^ E. If Ai  B1 and not Ai j B2 then` Ai $ D ^B1 ^ (B2 ! C)^E and clearly Ai j B1 and Ai j (B2 ! C). PutAi+1 = D ^B1 ^ (B2 ! C) ^ E. This ends the construction of the Ai.It is easy to check that the Ai have the desired properties. Moreover, theconstruction shows that eventually Ai = Ai+1. Hence Ai is a conjunction ofpropositional variables and implications Vni=1 pi ^Vmi=1(Bi ! Ci) such thatAi 6` Bi. Let A0 = Vmi=1(Bi ! Ci) and let � be the substitution which is theidentity on all variables except p1; : : : ; pn, on which it is >. Hence �(Ai) isequivalent to �(A0). Since Ai is equivalent with A in T ,` (Ai ! F _G); 6` (Ai ! F ); 6` (Ai ! G):Clearly, we have ` (�(A0)! �(F ) _ �(G));In general, nonderivability is not preserved under substitution but this par-ticular choice of � leads to6` (�(A0)! �(F )); 6` (�(A0)! �(G)); 6` (�(A0)! �(Bi)):Hence �(A0); �(F ); �(G) is an I-example of T 6= IPC. QED14
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